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ABSTRACT
Being a superluminous supernova (SLSN), PTF12dam can be explained by a 56Ni-powered model,
a magnetar-powered model or an interaction model. We propose that PTF12dam is a pulsational
pair instability supernova, where the outer envelope of a progenitor is ejected during the pulsations.
Thus, it is powered by double energy source: radioactive decay of 56Ni and a radiative shock in
a dense circumstellar medium. To describe multicolor light curves and spectra we use radiation
hydrodynamics calculations of STELLA code. We found that light curves are well described in
the model with 40M⊙ ejecta and 20-40M⊙ circumstellar medium. The ejected
56Ni mass is about
6M⊙ which results from explosive nucleosynthesis with large explosion energy (2-3)·10
52 ergs. In
comparison with alternative scenarios of pair-instability supernova and magnetar-powered supernova,
in interaction model all the observed main photometric characteristics are well reproduced: multicolor
light curves, color temperatures, and photospheric velocities.
Subject headings: stars: circumstellar matter — supernova: general — supernovae: individual:
PTF12dam
1. INTRODUCTION
At the moment there is no universally accepted model
for superluminous supernovae. Several scenarios are
widely discussed (see e.g. Quimby 2014, for review): the
explosion of a star with a large initial mass greater than
140M⊙ (pair-instability supernova (PISN)) with the pro-
duction of huge amount of radioactive nickelM(56Ni) up
to 57M⊙ (Heger & Woosley 2002); a spinning-down mil-
lisecond magnetar that transforms the rotational energy
into the energy of the SN ejecta; or an interaction of
the SN ejecta with the surrounding extended and dense
circumstellar matter (CSM) that transforms the kinetic
energy of the shock into radiation. In this paper we focus
mostly on the interaction scenario.
When the ejecta interacts with CSM, the forward and
reverse shocks merge into one dense shell. The inter-
action of the shell with CSM is generally considered as
the most probable explanation for the high luminosity
of Type II SLSNe (SLSN-II) (e.g., Dessart et al. 2015).
But the shock interaction mechanism can also be applied
for Type I SLSNe (SLSN-I) (Sorokina et al. 2016).
PTF12dam is a SLSN-I which has spectra similar to SN
2007bi, but the peak luminosity is higher and estimated
rise time is shorter. SN 2007bi was modelled in all three
scenarios: PISN (Gal-Yam et al. 2009; Dessart et al.
2013; Kozyreva et al. 2014), magnetar (Nicholl et al.
2013) and interaction model (Chatzopoulos et al. 2013).
Both magnetar and interaction models for SN 2007bi
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are based on simple parametrizations and assumptions,
and more accurate numerical simulations are required
to analyse these scenarios. The PISN model naturally
explains the long exponential tail of the light curve by
radioactive decay of a large mass 56Ni, but magnetar
model is more attractive alternative to reproduce the
blue, weakly blanketed and broad-lined spectra of SN
2007bi (Dessart et al. 2012). One more scenario was sug-
gested by Moriya et al. (2010) in core-collapse supernova
model with the mass of the radioactive nickel 56Ni about
6M⊙ and explosion energy E51 = E/10
51 erg = 36.
For PTF12dam Baklanov et al. (2015) have modeled
this object as an explosion inside a CSM. The light
curves are reproduced satisfactorily with a minimum set
of model parameters and a modest explosion energy E51
= 4. But the simulation was performed only up to +200
d after the luminosity peak. Later the observations re-
vealed exponential decline of the light curve, which is not
so abrupt, as we can expect from the interaction model.
The power-law decline in the luminosity of PTF12dam
continues at least for +400 days after the peak. To ex-
plain this behavior of the light curves, Chen et al. (2015)
had to revise the magnetar model from the paper of
Nicholl et al. (2013), which gives overestimated values
for the late points on the bolometric light curve.
But the most natural explanation for the long tail of
the light curve is the radioactive decay of 56Ni. The main
idea described in this paper is to combine two sources of
radiation: the shock interaction with CSM and radioac-
tive decay of 56Ni. In Figure 1 we estimate the resulting
bolometric light curve in this two source model summing
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Figure 1. Observed bolometric light curve of PTF12dam
(Chen et al. 2015) and a comparison of calculated bolometric light
curves in various models: fast evolving PISN (Kozyreva et al.
2017, P250 model), interaction (Baklanov et al. 2015) (quasi-
bolometric light curve for the helium M53He48e40 model), magne-
tar (Nicholl et al. 2013), and the resulting bolometric light curve
in two source model summing up the radiation of the interac-
tion model (Baklanov et al. 2015) and CCSN model (Moriya et al.
2010).
up the radiation of the interaction and CCSN models
constructed by Baklanov et al. (2015) and Moriya et al.
(2010), respectively. The result of our simplified proce-
dures looks promising and self-consistent numerical sim-
ulations should clarify whether the interaction model is
applicable for PTF12dam.
The bolometric light curve of PTF12dam could be also
modelled by fast evolving PISN (Kozyreva et al. 2017).
But in this paper in interaction model we consider the
modeling of all the observed main photometric charac-
teristics: multicolor light curves, color temperatures, and
photospheric velocities.
The structure of the present paper is as follows. In
section 2 we describe the models and the methods we use.
In sections 3 we present the results of our calculations
and compare them with the observed broad band light
curves of PTF12dam. In the last section 4 we discuss the
advantages and limitations of the interaction mechanism
in comparison with PISNe and magnetar-powered SNe.
2. MODELS AND METHODS
2.1. Models
All presupernova models for this work are constructed
from the core-collapse SN 2007bi model used in the paper
of Moriya et al. (2010).
The progenitor (Figure 2) has a main sequence mass
of 100 M⊙ and the metallicity of Z = Z⊙/200
(Umeda & Nomoto 2008), which is small enough to avoid
a large amount of wind mass loss. The star undergoes
strong pulsations at the end of Si-burning and evolves
through the Fe core collapse. At the collapse, the mass of
the C+O core is 43 M⊙. Pulsational pair instability dur-
ing Si-burning (Heger & Woosley 2002; Ohkubo et al.
2009) may eject some materials of even the C+O lay-
Figure 2. Density, temperature and composition of the presuper-
nova model (Umeda & Nomoto 2008).
Figure 3. Density and temperature of presupernova in the in-
teraction model M80R165E20(CSM47), as well as its composition
after explosive nucleosynthesis (1 day after explosion). The model
is constructed by adding CSM with given composition to CO core
of M100UN08 model. The boundary between the core and CSM
at 43M⊙ is shown by gray dashed line.
ers before collapse (Woosley et al. 2007; Yoshida et al.
2016). For the presupernova model, the C+O star model
of 43 M⊙ is constructed by removing the He and H-rich
layers (Moriya et al. 2010). At a large explosion energy,
Moriya et al. (2010) obtain a very large amount of ra-
dioactive 56Ni of 6.1 M⊙.
Moriya et al. (2010) calculated the explosion of the
pre-SN C+O star with following calculation of post-
processing explosive nucleosynthesis. Explosions are
induced by a thermal bomb and followed by a one-
dimensional Lagrangian code. The mass cut between
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Table 1
Model parameters
Model logR M MCSM p E M(
56Ni) T Composition Nr
(cm) (M⊙) (M⊙) (E51) (M⊙) (K)
M68R158E20(CSM6) 15.8 68 25 2.0 20 6 2500 He:C=6:1 289
M66R170E27(CSM19) 16.0 66 23 2.0 27 6 2500 O:C=4:1 192
M58R165E20(CSM37) 16.5 58 15 2.0 20 6 2500 He:C=6:1 289
M80R165E20(CSM47) 16.5 80 37 2.0 20 6 2500 He:C=6:1 289
M87R165E50(CSM70) 16.5 87 44 2.0 50 6 2500 He 289
Note. — The first column shows the model name and the index number of the model from Table 2 (see Appendix) in brackets. The
numbers shown are the radius of the model, the total mass M =Mej +MCSM, the mass of CSM, the index of the power-law CSM density
profile, the explosion energy, the mass of 56Ni, the temperature of the wind, the composition of the wind, and the number of radius zones.
The mass of SN ejecta in all the models Mej=40M⊙.
Figure 4. Bolometric, U-band, and I-band light curves of the
model M80R165E20(CSM47) depending on the number of fre-
quency groups. The number of radius zones for all the models
Nr = 287.
the ejecta and the compact remnant is set at 3M⊙, so
that the ejecta contains 6.1M⊙ of 56Ni, which turns out
to be consistent with the bolometric LC of SN 2007bi.
The dynamics of the ejecta is followed until 1 day af-
ter the explosion, when the expansion already becomes
homologous (r ∝ v).
To make an interaction model we surround the ejecta
at 1 day after the explosion (Rej = 3350R⊙) by a rather
dense CSM with the mass MCSM extended to the radius
RCSM. For all our models the CSM is outer radius RCSM
of the CSM is about 106 R⊙, or ∼ 10
17 cm. We use
power-law density distribution ρ ∝ r−p for the CSM,
which simulates the wind that surrounds the exploding
star. For a steady wind, p = 2, but in the very last stages
of the evolution of a presupernova star the wind may not
be steady. For our models we varied p in the range from
1.5 to 3.5.
Chemical elements in the wind are supposed to be
distributed uniformly. Typically we use carbon-oxygen
models with different C to O ratios or helium models
(Figure 3). We also add some elements with higher
atomic numbers (usually, 2% of the total mass) with the
abundances in solar proportion. All models initially have
Figure 5. Bolometric, U-band, and I-band light curves of the
model M80R165E20(CSM47) depending on the number of radius
zones in CSM. The number of frequency groups for all the models
Nf = 100.
T = 2.5·103 K in the wind. Higher temperatures produce
an artificial flash of light emitted by the huge CSM dur-
ing its cooling (Blinnikov & Sorokina 2010). The param-
eters of the most representative models for PTF12dam
that are important for our discussion are shown in the
Table 1.
2.2. stella Code
For calculation of the light curves we use the multi-
group radiation hydrodynamics numerical code stella
(Blinnikov et al. 1998, 2000, 2006). stella solves im-
plicitly time-dependent equations for the angular mo-
ments of intensity averaged over fixed frequency bands
and computes variable Eddington factors that fully take
into account scattering and redshifts for each frequency
group in each mass zone. In our models we set 100 fre-
quency groups in the range from 1 A˚ to 5× 104 A˚, and
about 200 radius zones for CSM. The ejecta has 97 ra-
dius zones. In Figures 4 and 5 we checked the influence
of the higher number of radius zones for CSM and fre-
quency groups on the light curves. The frequency groups
resolution higher than 100 points can be important for
red bands, and the radius zones resolution higher than
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Figure 6. Multicolor light curves simulation for PTF12dam in
the model M66R170E27(CSM19) and comparison with obser-
vations (filled squares from Vreeswijk et al. (2016), open circles
from Nicholl et al. (2013) and Chen et al. (2015)). Explosion time
t0=-74d.
200 points should be taken for +350d epoch. The high-
resolution simulations are numerically expensive (more
than 100 hours per one run) to cover parameter space
and we apply them only to check our best-fit models.
The explosion is initialized as a thermal bomb just
above the mass cut, produce a shock wave that prop-
agates outward. stella run of initial model forms a
shock wave at the border between the ejecta and the
CSM. The shock converts the energy of the ordered mo-
tion of expanding gas to the thermal motion, which gen-
erates the emission. The effect of line opacity is treated
as an expansion opacity according to the prescription
of Eastman & Pinto (1993) (see also Blinnikov et al.
(1998)). The opacity table includes 1.5 × 105 spec-
tral lines from Kurucz & Bell (1995) and Verner et al.
(1996).
Modeling of near-infrared light curves in stella is less
reliable than optical light curves. stella uses a rather
poor line list in near infrared region, and taking into ac-
count of larger line list with millions of lines from large
Kurucz table is now underway (E. Sorokina, private com-
munication).
3. RESULTS
3.1. Multicolor and bolometric light curves
Figure 6 represents the result of the light curve calcu-
lations for the model M66R170E27(CSM19) that contains
quite common feature of combined model: 2 peaks in the
light curves in the optical/UV wavelengths. The first
peak in the luminosity is due to the interaction of the
dense shell with the CSM and the second peak is due to
the radioactive decay of 56Ni.
The single peak in the observed light curve can be re-
produced if the interaction peak has a longer duration
and provides a smooth transition in the light curve from
the interaction to the radioactive decay. The duration
of the interaction phase is longer if the CSM is more
massive.
In Figure 6 we also can see that the rise time of the
modeled light curves is shorter than the observations. A
longer rise time could be realized by changing chemical
composition of the CSM. ModelM66R170E27(CSM19)
has a carbon-oxygen CSM with the mass ratio C:O =1:4.
Adding helium in the CSM the rise time of the light curve
can be increased (Sorokina et al. 2016). At the tempera-
ture less than 11,000 K the opacity for the carbon-oxygen
mixture at the same conditions is higher than for helium
CSM. The shock wave heats up cold CSM and CSM opac-
ity increases faster for CO mixture. The faster increase
of CSM opacity leads to the faster speed of the growth
of the photospheric radius.
In fact, there are many parameters that could affect
the light curve model: the explosion energy, the mass of
the 56Ni, the density structure of the CSM, the radius of
the CSM, and its composition. In calculations we cover
only a part of the parameter space, choosing them from
the most realistic physical conditions (see Appendix A
for the list of all the models).
The explosion energy E lower than E51 < 20 can
hardly provide a sufficient amount of 56Ni required for
the luminous tail of the light curve (Umeda & Nomoto
2008). The explosion energy E51 > 30 foe is inconsis-
tent with observations, because it forms too bright peak
of the light curve due to increased reprocessing of the
kinetic energy of the shock into radiation.
A small mass of the CSM (5-10M⊙) leads to a short
duration of interaction phase (Figure 6), while a large
mass of the CSM (> 40M⊙) affects the
56Ni peak, making
it too bright near 56Ni maximum.
The multicolor light curves for the best-fit model are
presented in Figure 8. The light curves at optical wave-
lengths are in good agreement with observations. Near-
infrared wavelength light curves are fainter than obser-
vations and require more detailed opacity calculations,
as we mentioned in section 2.2. The UV light curves
are brighter in comparison with observations for all the
models we considered. The UV emission can probably
be extinct by a dust surrounding the supernova. Figure
8 also shows that high-resolution simulations are prefer-
able for r- and z-band near the luminosity peak.
In the best-fit model we constructed helium-carbon
CSM with mass M ∼ 40M⊙ and composition mass ratio
He:C =9:1. The presence of carbon increases the opacity
of the CSM by several orders of magnitude at tempera-
ture 7,000 K (Sorokina et al. 2016). The tail of g-band
light curve in the models with pure helium CSM is too
faint to fit the observational data.
The quasi-bolometric light curve of the best-fit model
is shown in Figure 9. Here we note that quasi-bolometric
light curve in the literature is obtained from optical broad
band light curves and special procedures to estimate the
infrared and UV parts of the spectrum. The real bolo-
metric light curve can be very different from the light
curve constructed from optical bands. The modeling
of multicolor light curves gives a more complete pic-
ture of the phenomenon in comparison with modeling
of single bolometric light curves. In calculation of quasi-
bolometric light curve zero flux is assumed outside of
the observed wavelength range (1700-23000 A˚) similar
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Figure 7. Multicolor light curves simulation for PTF12dam in
the model M80R165E20(CSM47) with high-resolution simulation
(Nr=483, Nf=500 and comparison with observations (filled squares
from Vreeswijk et al. (2016), open circles from Nicholl et al. (2013)
and Chen et al. (2015)). Explosion time t0=-82d.
Figure 8. Multicolor light curves simulation for PTF12dam in
the model M80R165E20(CSM47) and comparison with observa-
tions (filled squares from Vreeswijk et al. (2016), open circles from
Nicholl et al. (2013) and Chen et al. (2015)). Dotted line denotes
standard resolution simulation (Nr=289, Nf=100), solid line - high-
resolution simulation (Nr=483, Nf=500). Explosion time t0=-82d.
to Nicholl et al. (2013). This wavelength range is shown
in Figure 13. A part of the spectra is not included in this
range (mostly at wavelengths <1700 A˚). The difference
in luminosity between quasi-bolometric and bolometric
light curve does not exceed 10% for our best-fit model
M80R165E20(CSM47).
The light curve of our best-fit model
M80R165E20(CSM47) is brighter near the peak as
well as the late epoch of the exponential decay than
Figure 9. Quasi-bolometric light curve simulations of PTF12dam
for a number of interaction models with different explosion en-
ergy: E51=50 (CSM70), E51=20 (CSM37), E51=8 (CSM6). The
open triangles show the PTF12dam quasi-bolometric light curve
as inferred by Vreeswijk et al. (2016), open circles - by Chen et al.
(2015) and updated by Chen et al. (2016, Erratum, in prep.).
Figure 10. Multicolor light curves simulation for PTF12dam
in the model M68R158E8(CSM6) and comparison with observa-
tions (filled squares from Vreeswijk et al. (2016), open circles from
Nicholl et al. (2013) and Chen et al. (2015)). Explosion time t0=-
73d.
observational data. This effect is even higher in the
model M87R165E50(CSM70) with high explosion energy
E51=50. The light curves of this model is too bright to
fit the observations. In contrast to high explosion energy
model, model M68R158E8(CSM6) has quite moderate
explosion energy E51=8 and demonstrates much better
fit of quasi-bolometric light curve to the observations
(Figure 9). But multicolor optical light curves for this
model are rather faint (Figure 10). The peak of the
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Figure 11. Quasi-bolometric light curve simulations of
PTF12dam in the model M80R165E20(CSM47) varied by
the presence of CSM and 56Ni. The open triangles show
the PTF12dam quasi-bolometric light curve as inferred by
Vreeswijk et al. (2016), open circles - by Chen et al. (2015) and
updated by Chen et al. (2016, Erratum, in prep.).
light curve is formed mostly by UV radiation, and faster
decline of the light curve at the tail is explained by low
radius of the model log R=16.1 cm. The shock wave
reaches this radius at about +150 days. After that
the freely expanding ejecta leads to fast cooling of the
matter. In the model M80R165E20(CSM47) with larger
radius the shock wave remains inside CSM, the velocity
of the matter is lower and the cooling is slower. The
ejecta becomes optically thin at +200 days in infrared,
but it is still not transparent in optical and UV bands
(Figure 12).
In Figure 11 we show what contribution to the quasi-
bolometric light curve in the two component model from
each component. The peak is formed mostly by the inter-
action (model M80R165E20(CSM47) with no 56Ni). Later
the light curve is followed by a contribution of radioactive
56Ni decay (model M80R165E20(CSM47) with no CSM).
The tail at t > +200d after the peak is formed by inter-
action with CSM in case the radius of the CSM is large
enough (log R=16.5 cm for the M80R165E20(CSM47))
and the shock wave is propagating inside a dense CSM.
3.2. Opacity
All ordinary stella calculations employ the assump-
tions used in the code eddington (Eastman & Pinto
1993) for bound-free transitions, in which the effect
of inner-shell photoionization is not included. We
briefly investigated the influence of this effect for the
model M80R165E20(CSM47) on spectral energy distri-
bution (SED). The inner-shell photoionization cross-
sections are based on formulae derived by Verner et al.
(1993, 1996) and Verner & Yakovlev (1995). In these cal-
culations we extended frequency grid: the number of fre-
quency bins was doubled and the minimum wavelength
λ was set equal to 10−2A˚ (instead of 1 A˚ in the standard
series).
The resulting SED for two versions of our calculations
are presented in Figure 13. The X-ray count rate due
to inner-shell photoionization reaches maximum 3 · 10−4
counts/s in the 0.3-10 keV Swift X-ray energy range at
34 days after the explosion that corresponds to 15 days
before the luminosity maximum. More detailed analy-
ses of the X-ray emission in interaction models will be
discussed in separate paper.
In addition to inner-shell opacity we checked the in-
fluence of inclusion of excited levels in bound-free ab-
sorption using fitting formulae as in code wmbasic
(Pauldrach 1987), but we did not find any significant
changes of the light curves.
3.3. Metallicity of CSM
In our calculations solar metallicity is assumed in CSM.
Lower metallicity affects the tail of light curves mostly
in blue and UV bands. Due to lower opacity the CSM
cools down faster and the light curve decline increases
(Figure 14). Another effect of lower opacity is the de-
crease of the radius of the photospere, especially in UV
wavelengths (Figure 12). The temperature of internal
CSM layers is higher that leads to higher luminosity at
UV wavelengths.
3.4. Hydrodynamics
The evolution of hydrodynamic quantities is quite com-
mon for all of the interaction models (Figure 15). The
CSM is cool and transparent at the beginning. After the
shock moving with v ∼ 10, 000km/s heats the gas and
reaches optical depth of stellar atmosphere τ ∼ 50 at
about 1.5 days after explosion, the photosphere starts to
move outward from its initial radius Rph = 10
15 cm. The
expanding photosphere reaches maximum radius and lu-
minosity in ∼ 50 days after the explosion. After the lumi-
nosity reaches the peak magnitude, the CSM and ejecta
cool down and become more and more transparent, cor-
responding to the decline in the luminosity. Details of
the process are described by Sorokina et al. (2016).
3.5. Color and effective temperatures
The estimations of effective temperatures for
PTF12dam and SN 2007bi have been performed
by Nicholl et al. (2013). They fitted blackbody curves to
the optical photometric flux, and also to the continuum
in the spectra. Both methods gave similar temperature
estimates.
In fact the effective temperature calculated by
Nicholl et al. (2013) is that, what we call color tem-
perature Tcolor, being the temperature of the blackbody
whose spectral energy distribution fits most closely to
the data. The effective temperature Teff is defined as
Teff = (L/(4piσR
2))1/4, where σ is StefanBoltzmann con-
stant, L is the bolometric luminosity and R is the stellar
radius. Interpreting the color temperature as an effec-
tive temperature leads to non-physical formal ”radius”
(Baschek et al. 1991).
We plotted the color and effective temperature for the
best-fit interaction modelM80R165E20(CSM47) and com-
pare them with PISN and magnetar models (Figure 16).
We found that in the interaction model the color tem-
perature near the luminosity peak is very close to the
observed values.
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Figure 12. Left panel - the photosperic radius and the temperature (Rosseland optical depth of 2/3) in the model M80R165E20(CSM47)
with solar (solid line), low Z=Z⊙/200(dashed line), and zero metallicity (dotted line). Right panel - the photosperic radius at different
broadband effective wavelengths (optical depth of 2/3).
Figure 13. Spectral energy distribution in the model M80R165E20(CSM47) at different epoch with ordinary opacity (left panel) and
including inner-shell photoionization (right panel). The number denotes days after explosion. Gray band corresponds to the wavelength
range for calculation of quasi-bolometric light curve.
The difference between the color and effective tem-
perature shows that the radiation is significantly di-
luted. The agreement with the observations for the
color temperature evolution in the interaction model
M80R165E20(CSM47) is considerably better than for color
temperatures in PISN model, published by Nicholl et al.
(2013). The color temperature for PISN models in
Kozyreva & Blinnikov (2015); Kozyreva et al. (2017) is
also lower than the observed temperature of PTF12dam
and do not exceed 11,000 K.
In Figure 16 we also show the effective temperature
evolution in magnetar model, published by Nicholl et al.
(2013). It is difficult to estimate the color temperature
in simple magnetar models and more detailed radiation
hydro simulations are required to make a comparison.
3.6. Photosperic velocities
Chen et al. (2015) estimated the photospheric ve-
locities at +509 days after the luminosity peak of
PTF12dam in [OI] and [CaII] lines as 4,000-6,000
km s−1. The photospheric velocities of our best-fit
model M80R165E20(CSM47) have a good correspondence
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Figure 14. Multicolor light curves simulation for PTF12dam
in the model M80R165E20(CSM47) with solar (solid line), low
Z=Z⊙/200(dashed line), and zero metallicity (dotted line).
Figure 15. Evolution of radial profiles of the density (solid black
lines), velocity (in 109 cm·s−1, blue dots), matter temperature
(green long dashes), and Rosseland optical depth (red dash-dots)
for the best-fit model at different time epoch after the explosion
for the model M80R165E20(CSM47). The scale for the density is
on the left Y axis, for all other quantities, on the right Y axis.
with these values (Figure 17). Near the luminosity
peak the photospheric velocity is about 10,000 km s−1
(Nicholl et al. 2013). Here our model has only 8,000
km s−1, slightly lower in comparison with observed val-
ues. But the velocity near the peak is higher in the
model M58R165E20(CSM37) with less dense CSM due to
larger acceleration of the shock wave and in this model
the velocity easily reaches values more than 10,000 km
s−1. Thus, the density profile of the CSM could be
not so trivial as we assume and the best strategy for
Figure 16. Color temperature evolution of PTF12dam and SN
2007bi (Nicholl et al. 2013), compared with fast evolving pair-
instability (short dashes) model by (Kozyreva et al. 2017, P250
model) and interaction model M80R165E20(CSM47) (solid line).
Long dashed line denotes effective temperature for magnetar-
powered model (Nicholl et al. 2013). Dotted line denotes effective
temperature for interaction model.
detailed modeling here is a construction of a detailed
evolutionary model which forms the CSM. The model
M68R158E8(CSM6) with a good fit of bolometric light
curve has the photosperic velocity about 4,000 km s−1,
but this is not enough to explain observational data.
High photospheric velocities >9,000 km s−1 are reached
in the model M87R165E50(CSM70) with high explosion
energy E51=50, but the luminosity in this model with
Mbol,peak=-24 is too high in comparison with observa-
tions.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Using detailed radiation-hydrodynamics calculations,
we constructed models for the SLSN PTF12dam in com-
bination of the shock wave interaction with the CSM and
the 56Ni radioactive decay. Our modeling shows that all
of the main characteristics (the multicolor light curves,
the color temperature, and the photosperic velocities)
can be reproduced satisfactorily with a minimum set of
model parameters.
A large explosion energyE51 ∼ 20-30 is required to pro-
duce a large mass of 56Ni as ∼ 6M⊙ (Umeda & Nomoto
2008). The explosion energy has the same magnitude as
it is required in the PISN models, but in general PISN
models do not easily reproduce the short rise time of the
light curve, the width of the peak and the photospheric
temperature.
The most intriguing open question is the origin of the
CSM and their chemical composition, density and tem-
perature profiles. Our modeling shows that a helium
CSM better describes the form of the light curve, but
the presence of carbon is better for the late light curve.
Most probably the CSM composition is not uniform and
includes all of the elements we consider: helium, carbon,
and oxigen. The origin, structure, and composition of
the CSM is not clearly understood at the moment and
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Figure 17. Simulations of the photospheric velocity (at effective
wavelength of B-band λeff,B) for a number of interaction mod-
els with different explosion energy: E51=50 (CSM70), E51=20
(CSM47,CSM37), E51=8 (CSM6). CSM37 model has lower den-
sity and mass of the CSM in comparison with CSM47 model.
should be clarified by evolutionary calculations including
possible mass loss scenarios.
The plausible scenario is the mass ejection due to
the pulsational pair instability mechanism proposed by
Barkat et al. (1967) and taking place for the main-
sequence mass range of 80-140M⊙ (Heger & Woosley
2002). The H-rich atmosphere should have probably
been lost as wind in earlier stages of the evolution, and
has no effect on the light curves. During the pair in-
stability pulsations the helium layer, possibly with some
of the underlying CO is ejected, leaving a bare CO core
remnant of ∼ 40 M⊙, which then explodes as a CCSN.
Our modeling of PTF12dam light curves requires a
massive progenitor with main-sequence mass more than
80M⊙. It is likely that the explosion of this massive star
forms a black hole rather than a neutron star (Woosley
2016; Makishima 2016) and thus a magnetar is not
formed.
The issue of finding the most reliable scenario for
PTF12dam, and SLSNe in general, requires more sophis-
ticated models for PISN and magnetars. The combina-
tion of the modeling of multicolor light curves using radi-
ation hydrodynamics and spectra synthesis looks like the
most promising way for the identification of the scenario
for SLSNe.
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APPENDIX
PTF12DAM INTERACTION MODELS
In table 2 we present all of the models which has been considered in our modeling of the light curves for PTF12dam.
The parameters of the models were selected to take into account the constraints on the explosion energy, the mass of
56Ni, chemical composition and to vary the shape of the light curves around best-fit values.
Table 2
Model parameters
Model logR M p E M(56Ni) T Composition Nr
(cm) (M⊙) (E51) (M⊙) (K)
CSM1 14.4 42 2.0 23 6 2500 HeC 289
CSM2 15.1 76 3.5 20 6 1000 He 289
CSM3 15.1 76 3.5 30 6 1000 He 289
CSM4 15.3 54 2.5 10 6 1000 He 289
CSM5 15.8 62 3.0 10 6 1000 He 289
CSM6 15.8 68 2.5 10 6 1000 He 289
CSM7 15.8 68 2.5 20 6 1000 He 289
CSM8 15.8 68 2.5 30 6 1000 He 289
CSM9 15.8 90 1.8 5 1 1000 He 289
CSM10 15.8 90 1.8 5 6 1000 He 289
CSM11 15.8 90 1.8 10 3 1000 He 289
CSM12 15.8 90 1.8 10 6 1000 He 289
CSM13 15.8 90 1.8 10 6 1000 He 289
CSM14 15.8 90 1.8 10 6 2000 He 289
CSM15 15.8 90 1.8 30 6 1000 He 289
CSM16 15.8 93 3.5 20 6 1000 He 289
CSM17 15.8 117 2.5 10 6 1000 He 289
CSM18 15.8 117 2.5 20 6 1000 He 289
CSM19 16.0 66 2.0 30 6 2500 OC 192
CSM20 16.1 39 2.0 15 6 2500 OC 192
CSM21 16.1 39 2.0 20 6 2500 OC 192
CSM22 16.1 55 2.5 20 6 1000 He 289
CSM23 16.1 55 2.5 30 6 1000 He 289
CSM24 16.1 61 2.0 30 6 2500 OC 289
CSM25 16.1 61 3.5 20 6 1000 He 289
CSM26 16.1 61 3.5 30 6 1000 He 289
CSM27 16.1 67 2.5 20 6 1000 He 289
CSM28 16.1 67 2.5 30 6 1000 He 289
CSM29 16.1 79 3.5 20 6 1000 He 289
CSM30 16.1 85 2.0 30 3 2500 OC 192
CSM31 16.1 85 2.0 30 6 2500 OC 192
CSM32 16.1 97 1.5 30 6 2500 OC 192
CSM33 16.1 97 1.8 30 6 2500 OC 192
CSM34 16.2 67 3.0 10 6 1000 He 289
CSM35 16.4 74 2.0 25 6 2500 HeC2 289
CSM36 16.4 107 1.8 25 6 2500 He 289
CSM37 16.5 58 2.0 23 6 2500 HeC 289
CSM38 16.5 80 2.0 23 6 2500 HeC 192
CSM39 16.5 80 2.0 20 6 2500 HeC 289
CSM40 16.5 80 2.0 23 0 2500 HeC 289
CSM41 16.5 80 2.0 23 1 2500 HeC 289
CSM42 16.5 80 2.0 23 2 2500 HeC 289
CSM43 16.5 80 2.0 23 4 2500 HeC 289
CSM44 16.5 80 2.0 23 6 2500 CO 289
CSM45 16.5 80 2.0 23 6 2500 CHeO 289
CSM46 16.5 80 2.0 23 6 2500 HeCO2 289
CSM47 16.5 80 2.0 23 6 2500 HeC 289
CSM48 16.5 80 2.0 25 6 2500 HeC 289
CSM49 16.5 80 2.0 23 6 2500 HeC 483
CSM50 16.5 80 2.0 23 6 2500 HeC 144
CSM51 16.5 80 2.0 23 6 2500 HeC 700
CSM52 16.5 80 2.0 23 6 2500 HeC 900
CSM53 16.5 56 2.5 20 6 2500 He 289
CSM54 16.5 61 2.0 30 6 2500 OC 289
CSM55 16.5 63 2.5 10 6 1000 He 289
CSM56 16.5 63 2.5 20 6 1000 He 289
CSM57 16.5 63 2.5 30 6 1000 He 289
CSM58 16.5 65 2.0 20 6 2500 He 289
CSM59 16.5 72 3.0 30 6 2500 OC 289
CSM60 16.5 83 2.5 20 6 1000 He 289
CSM61 16.5 83 2.5 30 6 1000 He 289
CSM62 16.5 87 2.0 20 6 2500 He 289
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Table 2 — Continued
Model logR M p E M(56Ni) T Composition Nr
(cm) (M⊙) (E51) (M⊙) (K)
CSM63 16.5 87 2.0 20 6 2500 HeCO 289
CSM64 16.5 87 2.0 25 6 2500 He 289
CSM65 16.5 87 2.0 25 6 2500 HeC 289
CSM66 16.5 87 2.0 25 6 2500 HeC2 289
CSM67 16.5 87 2.0 25 6 2500 He 289
CSM68 16.5 87 2.0 30 6 2500 He 289
CSM69 16.5 87 2.0 30 6 2500 OC 289
CSM70 16.5 87 2.0 60 6 2500 He 289
CSM71 16.5 93 1.7 20 6 2500 He 289
CSM72 16.5 93 1.7 25 6 2500 He 289
CSM73 16.5 109 2.0 30 6 2500 OC 289
CSM74 16.5 119 1.8 20 6 2500 He 289
CSM75 16.7 46 3.0 20 6 1000 He 289
CSM76 16.7 53 3.0 20 6 1000 He 289
CSM77 16.7 62 3.0 20 6 1000 He 289
CSM78 16.7 95 2.5 20 6 1000 He 289
CSM79 16.8 179 2.0 30 6 2500 OC 192
CSM80 16.8 95 2.0 30 6 2500 OC 289
CSM81 17.1 114 2.0 30 6 2500 OC 289
CSM82 17.1 114 2.0 30 6 2500 OC 483
CSM83 17.1 130 2.0 30 6 1000 OC 289
CSM84 17.1 130 2.0 30 6 1500 OC 289
CSM85 17.1 130 2.0 30 6 2500 OC 289
CSM86 17.1 130 2.0 30 6 2500 He 289
CSM87 17.3 166 2.0 30 6 2500 OC 289
CSM88 17.3 459 2.0 30 6 2500 OC 192
CSM89 17.4 201 2.0 30 6 2500 He 289
CSM90 17.4 201 2.0 30 6 2500 OC 289
Note. — The columns show the indexed name of the model, the outer radius of the CSM, the total mass M = Mej +MCSM, the
index of the power-law CSM density profile, the deposited energy (kinetic energy of the ejecta in 1 day after the explosion), the mass of
56Ni, the temperature of the CSM, the composition of the wind, and the number of radius zones. The composition corresponds to the fol-
lowing mass fractions: OC(O:C=4:1), CO(C:O=4:1), HeC(He:C=6:1), HeC2(He:C=4:1), HeCO(He:C:O=4:1:1), HeCO2(He:C:O=4:2:1),
HeCO3(C:He:O=2:1:1). The mass of SN ejecta in all the models Mej=40M⊙.
